Lift-off

for the economic recovery?
— Gary Schlossberg

How Strong
…How Long?
The economy
is in the midst of an
impressive growth
recovery, propelled by
a post-war rebound in
confidence, tax cuts and
by “refinancing”-related
savings among households.
The immediate issue is whether this
pickup in activity is sustainable and, if so,
if it is strong enough to jump-start employment
growth after an extended period of weakness.
With interest rates now moving higher, achieving both goals will depend on a smooth transition from growth led by “interest-sensitive”
housing and “big-ticket” consumer spending to

Join us at
the Advanced
Investment
Workshop!
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Is it time to brush up on your skills, learn the
latest investment tools or obtain valuable certification points? Consider attending the Advanced
Investment Education Workshop on February
12-13, 2004 at Kellogg West Conference Center, Cal Poly Pomona. The workshop is structured to provide two solid days of technical, yet
understandable, portfolio and cash management
topics for investors with three or more years of
experience. Some recent topics included Advanced Portfolio Management, Performance
Measurement, How to Profit From Taking
Losses and Fixed Income Resources on the Net.
The workshops are offered to Active and
Government Associate members who function
in the capacity of treasurer, and to staff members

more of a leadership role for manufacturing and
business spending.
The early returns are encouraging
Housing has lost a step, but consumer
spending is acting as a bridge to a manufacturing recovery and, more broadly, as a catalyst for
investment-led economic growth. In fact, investment spending already has turned the corner. Strength is centering on a “stealth” recovery
of high-tech spending, whose impact on technology-industry revenues and profits has been
masked by steep declines in selling prices.
Growing pressure on businesses to rebuild depleted inventories should reinforce business-led
growth later this year and into 2004.
The economy still is vulnerable to a setback,
despite its improved tone. “Head winds” have
been created by rising interest rates, higher en—Continued on page 3

responsible for investing public funds. The cost
of the workshop including registration, conference materials, lodging (double occupancy) and
meals is $250. A limited number of single rooms
are available for an additional $100. For further
information check us out at www.cmta.org.
Because education is CMTA’s primary
goal, the association greatly subsidizes the cost
of this workshop. However, if your agency cannot afford the registration fee, the CMTA Board
of Directors offers scholarships through the
Marcus Woodward Memorial Scholarship
Fund. If you might be interested in a scholarship please contact Christine Vuletich,
CCMT at City of Folsom 916-355-7297
cvuletich@folsom.ca.us
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President’s Message…
What a summer we have had! I’m amazed at
how quickly my term as President is going. The
State Budget was passed with additional revenue impacts on local government budgets, including loss of the VLF backfill, and a recall
election for the State has been set for October 7,
2003. Plans for the beginning and advanced
workshops are well under way, and I look forward to seeing you at one or both of them. The
Education Committee headed by Chair Mike
Reynolds scheduled both of them in Pomona
this year, and they truly represent an excellent
value. The Conference Committee is well into
planning for the Annual Conference in South
Lake Tahoe on April 21-23, 2004 and the Program Committee already has some excellent
topics and speakers identified. Plan to attend
these educational opportunities to earn points
toward certification or recertification!
During this last quarter, I attended the Association of Public Treasurers of the United States
and Canada (APT) Annual Conference as
CMTA President. The conference was held in
our nation’s capital, Washington D.C. Prior to
the official opening of the conference, the State
Presidents of Ohio, Washington, Wisconsin,
Utah, and Idaho met and discussed issues that
affect the state chapters. I was surprised to note
that many state chapters provide their education
through various University programs. APT had
several workshops before the conference, including disaster preparedness, media training,
and cash flow forecasting which will be available to state chapters for use in our educational
sessions.
I will be attending several Division meeting
over the next several months and hope to see
some of you at our most important level—at the
Division. The Divisions' meetings do a wonderful job of bringing in speakers and
providing networking with others
in the region. Please plan to attend.
Most flyers are going out to Divisions via the Division listserv, so
make sure you are signed up to get
all of the latest information.
The LAIF conference was on
September 25, and they had an excellent program. Our own Legislative Chair, Vince Amado,
provided an update on legislation
affecting treasurers. In October, I

will be attending the
California
Association
of County
Treasurers
and Tax Collectors
mid-year
conference,
and I look
forward to
gaining
knowledge
from
netShari Freidenrich
President
working
with
our
other local government treasurers.
The Board is in the process of reviewing and
updating the Standing Rules which will include
the new conference committee format. We encourage all members to get involved in one of
our many committees. It’s a great way to learn
more about CMTA, and you are able to network
with other treasurers and gain valuable insight
that you can use in your own agency.
We lost an excellent member of our Board
to retirement, Margaret Rutledge. She was the
Special District liaison representative. I am
looking to fill her position and if you are interested, please give me a call or e-mail!
In closing, I am amazed at the work that
goes on behind the scenes in the various committees, and I thank each of you who has volunteered your time to help make our Association
the best in the Nation.
—Shari Freidenrich
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Lift-off for the economic recovery...continued from page 1
ergy costs, a stronger dollar, and by an end to the
“boom” in refinancing activity. More fundamentally, businesses continue to struggle with
weak “pricing power,” undercut by increased
competition and excess capacity at home and
abroad. Businesses seeking to maintain profit
margins in this difficult operating environment
have been forced to rely on cost-cutting through
layoffs and investment-spending restraint.
However, aggressive monetary and fiscal stimulus, economic recovery in our export markets,
plus a slow, but steady adjustments to structural
weaknesses undermining pricing power are expected to move the economic recovery to a
firmer footing in coming months.

California’s Role Reversal
California is doing better in this economic
cycle than it did during the last one in the early
1990s, more closely matching overall U.S. performance. The most obvious change from the
recession-recovery period about twelve years
ago is the regional role reversal between the
northern and the southern parts of the state. The
“shocks” to the state’s “export industries”—including technology, travel and tourism—have
hit the Bay Area harder than they have the
larger, better diversified, more defense- and
consumer-oriented Southland. Statewide economic growth should continue to track the moderate recovery nationwide, with regional
strength eventually becoming more balanced as
economically sensitive tech, travel and tourism
pick up speed.
Efforts to contain the state’s budget deficit
will slow, but not reverse an economic recovery
that will draw most of its initial strength from industries more dependent on sales outside the
state. Construction companies and smaller firms
are likely to be hit hardest by delayed spending

on infrastructure, increased fees and cuts in services. Taking the longer view, budget problems
and relatively high workers’ compensation and
energy costs will dampen, but not prevent
above-average growth that is spurred by a sizable pool of entrepreneurial talent, unusually
good access to venture capital and by a demonstrated ability to restructure in response to competitive pressures.

Moderately Higher Interest Rates Ahead
The economy’s growth recovery is a double-edged sword for borrowers, bond investors
and, more generally, for the economy’s interest-sensitive sectors. Stronger growth has diverted investors’ attention away from the threat
of “deflation,” and toward such “unfriendly” elements in the interest-rate outlook as a worsening budget deficit and “lean” bond yields
compared to such standard valuation
benchmarks as stocks and inflation. Intermediate and long-term rates should continue to lead
future increases, much as they have during past
interest-rate cycles. Money market rates won’t
move materially higher until the Federal Reserve begins to tighten credit. That probably
won’t occur until well into next year, though investors will be bracing for an unexpectedly
early move by the Fed away from an unusually
aggressive credit stance if the economy regains
momentum too quickly.
The good news is that any future rise in interest rates should be limited by the economy’s
moderate growth recovery and by subdued inflation. In fact, consumer prices for trade-sensitive “goods,” excluding food and energy,
continued to decline through July. However, deflation in these goods prices was overshadowed
by rising services costs in lifting the so-called
“core” inflation rate (i.e., the CPI less the volatile food and energy component).
This is the pattern that investors can
expect to see in coming months, as a
strengthening economy slowly
out-weighs the restraining effect on
inflation of excess capacity and intense competition here and abroad.
Gary Schlossberg is an Economist with
Wells Capital Management. For
additional information on
Wells Capital and its advisory services,
please call 415-396-8000.
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2004 CONFERENCE

South Lake Tahoe
April 19-23, 2004
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How to balance your political,
professional and personal life
—By Karen Susman

With all the hats you wear and your municipal mandate to do more with less, it’s hard to keep a balance
between your political, professional, and personal
lives.
When you’re at City Hall, the kids need you. When
you’re at work, the city needs you. When you are with
your family, the city and your work want your time.
If you think you are going to attain perfect balance once
and for all, forget about it. That’s like thinking you can
get council members to agree once and for all. Balance is
a process—not an event.
There are two goals to achieve on your way to perfect
imbalance. First, be aware of when you are off kilter so
you can pull yourself back into balance or alignment with
your priorities and goals. Secondly, be present and fully
engaged where you are at the moment. When your body
is one place and your mind is another, all areas get
cheated by your divided attention. The answer to increased balance is part time management, part stress management, and part communication. You must make
choices. Repeatedly ask yourself, “What is the most important use of my time right now?” Then put your energy
and attention to that.
Craving balance in life is a problem of our times and
culture. People in countries where survival is the main issue find it easier to prioritize than those of us who suffer
an abundance of choices. Only people with full, textured
lives have life balance problems. With all our choices, activities, commitments, and options, we have created this
problem for ourselves. The good news is that we can
solve it ourselves, too.
Karen Susman speaks for municipal and other organizations on
life balance, humor, stress networking, presentation skills and
building community involvement. Her guidebook, 101 Top Dog
Tricks of Time and Activity Management is available at
www.karensusman.com.

A “To Do”
list for you
When you are feeling
out of balance and
about to topple...

n STOP. Whatever, you are
doing, stop and step back for a
minute.

n HUDDLE. Determine what
your demands are. Create a
strategy to right yourself.

n CHOOSE. OK. The City
Manager wants you to attend
this afternoon’s meeting. A
customer wants to meet with
you to discuss your services,
and Junior has the lead in the
school play
— which opens tonight!
Depending on your values and
priorities, you choose one.
This is hard, because making a
choice means setting the other
options aside.

n SAVOR. Whatever your
choice is, really enjoy it.
Engage all your senses to
make sure you’re fully present.
What are the sounds, sights,
and smells around you? What
textures do you feel? If you
partake in food or beverage,
pay attention to taste and
temperature.
Kiss automatic pilot good-bye.

n PLAY FULL OUT. Whatever
your choice, give it your all.
Make sure
100% of you is in the game.

n GO FOR MANAGEMENT VS.

CONTROL. You won’t always
make the right choice. Someone
may be disappointed. You can’t
control most things anyway.
But, you don’t have to live by
default.
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Special announcement for commercial associates!
The 2004 CMTA Annual Conference to be held
at the Embassy Suites Hotel, South Lake Tahoe, CA,
April 21-23, 2004 will once again provide Commercial Associates the opportunity to participate in a
sponsorship consortium to benefit our organization.
Because exhibit space will be limited, only those
participating as full sponsors will have the opportunity to exhibit. We are providing this early notification so that you may place the conference on your
calendar and include it in your budget process.
See box at right for details on
available sponsorships.
Sponsorship forms with complete details will be
mailed to all CMTA Commercial Associates during
the first week of December and will be processed on
a first-come, first-served basis by mail after January
1, 2004.
Thank you for your past participation and we
look forward to working with continuing and new
participants this year.
Watch for the December mailing. If it doesn’t
answer all your questions, you may contact the following CMTA members for further information:

SPONSORSHIP—$1750
n Two (2) conference registrations (value $375 each)

n Acknowledgement as SPONSOR in the conference schedule,
n banquet program, on banner, and receive luncheon award
n Full color logo in Passport
n A 6’ vendor table
NON-VENDOR SPONSORSHIP—$1750
(Note: NO VENDOR SPACE IN THIS OPTION)

n Two (2) conference registrations (value $375 each)
n Acknowledgement as SPONSOR in the conference schedule,
banquet program, on banner, and receive luncheon award

n Full color logo in Passport
n SPECIAL OPPORTUNITY to place marketing information
in conference packet!
CONTRIBUTOR—$1000
(Note: NO VENDOR SPACE IN THIS OPTION)

n Two (2) conference registrations (value $375 each)
n Acknowledgement as CONTRIBUTOR in the conference
schedule and banquet program

DALE V. BELCHER dale.belcher@ci.oxnard.ca.us, CAMEE LEWIS lewiscl@wellsfargo.com, or BILL GALLARDO billga@ci.brea.ca.us

Bank of America

Lisa G. Martin
Senior Vice President
Regional Sales Manager

CA Government
Treasury Management Services
Phone: 619.515.5842
Fax: 619.515.5849
Email: lisa.g.martin@bankofamerica.com
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Evaluating the investment program—benchmarking and total return
—By Kay Chandler, CFA

If you speak to a registered investment advisor, or if you are a member of, or staff to a public retirement board, it
won’t be too long before you hear the terms “Total Rate of Return” and “Benchmark.” This brief article will define
TRR and describe how public treasurers might use TRR in conjunction with a market benchmark to evaluate the
risk/return profiles of their portfolios.
What is Total Rate of Return (TRR)?
The time-weighted total rate of return on a
portfolio is the change in total value of that
portfolio during a specified measurement period. TRR is based on the beginning and ending
market value of the portfolio, and measures
only those changes in portfolio value that are
the result of investment activity. The measurement period can be the most recent month,
quarter, year, or any other defined historic period.
For the mathematically inclined, TRR is
represented by the following formula:
RTR = MVE–MVB
MVB
R
TR

where,

= total return

MV

E = ending market value,
including interest accruals
MV

= beginning market value,
including interest accrual
B

What is a Benchmark?
A Benchmark, or Benchmark Index, is a
clearly defined segment of the total investment
market. Financial services firms like Merrill
Lynch and Lehman Brothers publish information about families of benchmarks that collectively report on every category of financial
investment, including both stocks and bonds.
Benchmarks of interest to public treasurers are
those that reflect the types of securities that
public investors utilize.
For example, there is a market benchmark
comprised of US Treasury securities with maturities from one to three years, and another comprised of US Treasury, federal agency and
highly rated corporate securities with maturities
from one to five years. These examples track
the market in types and maturities of some of
the securities that are permitted under the California Government Code. The publishers of
Benchmarks report extensive information
about the benchmarks they monitor, including
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portfolio characteristics like duration and security types included. They
also calculate and report the TRR on each benchmark.
How are TRR Benchmarks Used?
The primary investment responsibility of local agency officials is to
ascertain the investment goals of each portfolio under their control, and
then implement investment strategies that will meet those goals.
Investment Goals
California public agencies usually espouse the investment goals that
are set forth in the California Government Code—safety, liquidity and
yield. Let’s talk about each of these.
SAFETY. Broadly speaking, public agency portfolios are subject to market risk and credit risk.
n Market risk is best measured in terms of the modified duration of a
portfolio (“effective” duration, if the portfolio includes callables).
The higher the duration, the more a portfolio’s market value will
rise and fall when the level of interest rates changes.

n Credit risk is the risk that the portfolio will lose money through
default on payment of principal and/or interest. Exposure to credit
risk is controlled when a portfolio manager determines the
minimum and/or average credit quality in the portfolio.
LIQUIDITY. The definition of liquidity that we’ll focus on here is the

availability of cashflow from the portfolio when needed without the necessity of selling securities. Liquidity is achieved by maintaining adequate investments in cash equivalents and other short-term investments.
YIELD (RETURN). Over time, portfolios with greater exposure to market

risk and credit risk provide higher returns than those with less exposure
to risk. Or stated another way, if you desire higher returns, you must accept greater risk.
Using Benchmarks to Set Goals
In order to determine the risk (safety)/return tradeoff that is appropriate for a particular portfolio, treasurers can examine the historical return
and volatility of a number of benchmarks, and then select a market
benchmark that reflects the appropriate risk/return tradeoff for that portfolio. For example, the treasurer may look at the historical fluctuation of
the market value and the historical annual return of a 1-3 Year and a 1-5
Year benchmark. Over a long enough period of time, the 1-3 Year benchmark will show both less fluctuation and lower return than the 1-5 Year
benchmark. This review will assist the treasurer in identifying which of
these benchmarks more accurately reflects the risk/return profile most
appropriate for a particular local agency.
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Evaluating the investment program...continued from page 6
The next step would be for the treasurer to
develop an investment strategy that is based on
the risk characteristics of the more appropriate
benchmark. The decision may be to match the
characteristics of the Benchmark exactly (passive management) or to make investment decisions that are deliberatively different from the
benchmark (active management).
Using Benchmarks to Determine the
Effectiveness of the Investment
Program
Once the selected investment strategy is in
place, the treasurer can calculate the TRR on the
portfolio periodically and compare it to the published TRR on the selected benchmark. If portfolio TRR is different from Benchmark TRR,
the treasurer can examine the differences in
portfolio characteristics (like duration and security types, and make future strategy decisions based on this
information.
Of equal importance, after a period of time, the treasurer can reassess the initial Benchmark decision.
Based on return and risk of the portfolio, should the agency continue
with the same market benchmark, or
would a benchmark with greater or
lesser risk be more appropriate?

The Listserv at
your service!
Have you ever had a question that you
would like to ask other CMTA members? The CMTA Listserv might be just
the answer.
The Listserv is designed for communication
among members and it is easy to use. To join,
simply go to cmta.org to subscribe on-line. Subscribers use their regular e-mail program, typing
the division(s) they want to receive their message in the “To: _” box. Here is an example!

To:
cmta-division9@cmta.org
From: Bill Gallardo, City of Brea
Subject: Does Anyone Have a Sample
RFP for Trust Services I Can Use?
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Why Total Return and
Benchmarking?
Yield to maturity data may be the best
source for estimating portfolio income for the
annual budget, but doesn’t provide meaningful
information about comparative risk and return.
On the other hand, an ongoing process of evaluating portfolio characteristics and TRR in relation to the characteristics and TRR of market
benchmarks provides a wealth of information
about the effectiveness of the investment program in meeting the agency’s investment objectives.
Kay Chandler is President of Chandler Asset
Management and can be reached at 800-317-4747

The mail forwarded by Listservs will include CMTA in the subject line so you can
distinguish it from junk mail. The purpose of
CMTA is to promote the general and professional interests of its members through education, and the group list can be a valuable
tool, giving everyone an opportunity to
learn from other members.
The address listings are as follows:
General
Members List:
Division 1:
Division 2:
Division 3:
Division 4:
Division 5:
Division 6 & 8:
Division 7:
Division 9:
Division 10:

cmtamembers@cmta.org
cmta-division1@cmta.org
cmta-division2@cmta.org
cmta-division3@cmta.org
cmta-division4@cmta.org
cmta-division5@cmta.org
cmta-divs6and8@cmta.org
cmta-division7@cmta.org
cmta-division9@cmta.org
cmta-division10@cmta.org

Dollars & $ense
Is the quarterly newsletter
of the California Municipal
Treasurers Association
Direct all
correspondence to:

Bill Gallardo, CCMT
Brea, CA
Tel: (714) 671-4418
Fax: (714) 671-4484
billga@ci.brea.ca.us
It is the policy of the
CMTA Board to permit
articles of interest on
investment strategies,
techniques or
instruments to be
published for their
educational or reference
value in the Dollars &
Sense newsletter. The
Board advises members
and readers of these
articles that the Board
makes no endorsement
or verification of
accuracy of cited
references and
calculations, and further
makes no
recommendation
regarding whether a
particular investment is
suitable for any or all
municipal investors.
Readers are reminded
that such articles are
the opinion of the
article’s author. The
CMTA Board advises
any member or reader
to prudently analyze, in
detail, any article
published should the
brevity of such an
article spark his/her
interest.
Design by:
Donaghu Graphic Designs
(925-937-8283)
fdonaghu@aol.com
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SubCommittees
EDUCATION
Chair: Michael Reynolds
Members: Victoria Beatley,
William Blackwell, Bonnie
Kobayashi, Jerry Parker,
Michael Reynolds
BUDGET & MEMBERSHIP
Chair: Christine Vuletich
Members: Shari Freidenrich
Fran Medema
GENERAL CONFERENCE
Chair: Adair Most
Members: Dale Belcher
Linda Lorenzetti, Mike
Prandini, Mike Reynolds,
Shari Freidenrich
NOMINATION
Chair: Robert Gröeber

2004 CONFERENCE

South Lake Tahoe
April 19-23, 2004

We welcome our new members!
SATWANT TAKHAR
City of Live Oak
Finance Director
9955 Live Oak Blvd
Live Oak, CA 95953
stakhar@ci.live-oak.ca.us
TOM TATE
Chandler Asset Management
Vice President
9255 Towne Centre Drive, Suite 350
San Diego, CA 92101
Phone: (858) 546-3737
Fax: (858) 546-5741
tom@chandlerasset.com
VERNON EVANS
San Diego County Airport
VP, Finance/Treasurer
PO Box 82776
San Diego, CA 92138-2776
VERONICA ALVAREZ
Comm Dev Comm LA County
Senior Investment Analyst
2 Coral Circle
Monterey Park , CA 91755
Phone: (323) 890-7298
Fax: (323) 869-0907
valvarez@lacdc.org

BEVERLY FORD
City of South San Francisco
PO Box 711
S. San Francisco, CA 94083
PEGGY HETZLER
City of Modesto
Finance Director/Treasurer
PO Box 642
Modesto, CA 95353
Phone: (209) 577-5452
Fax: (209) 571-5880
GREGORY BAIRD
City of Modesto
Deputy Finance Director
PO Box 642
Modesto, CA 95353
Phone: (209) 577-5452
Fax: (209) 571-5880
gbaird@modestogov.com
VIOLET LIOU
Las Virgenes Muni Water District
Finance Manager
4232 Las Virgenes Rd
Calabasas, CA 91302
Phone: (815) 251-2121
Fax: (818) 251-2179

SALVADOR GALVAN
City of Compton
Deputy Treasurer
205 South Willowbrook Avenue
Compton, CA 90220
Phone: (310) 605-5515
Fax: (310) 763-4567
VICTOR UME-UKEJE
US Bancorp
Managing Director
345 California Street, Suite 2200
San Francisco, CA 94104
Phone: (415) 984-5192
Fax: (415) 362-3100

AIG VALIC
Getting ready for the future today
can make tomorrow a lot brighter.
It’s never too late to begin planning for your retirement, but starting today may
make it easier to realize your retirement dreams.

AIG VALIC can help. Call 1-800-448-2542 to learn more.
Securities and investments advisory services are offered by
VALIC Financial Advisors, Inc., member NASD/SIPC.
AIG VALIC, a member of American International Group, Inc., is the marketing name for the family of
companies comprising VALIC Financial Advisors,Inc.; VALIC Retirement Services Company;
VALIC Trust Company; and The Variable Annuity Life Insurance Company (VALIC).

VL 14557 (8/2002)

l

© 2002 AIG VALIC, Houston, Texas
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l

www.aigvalic.com
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Thank You to the Sponsors of Dollars & $ense!
(All advertisers throughout the newsletter)

Taxable Fixed Income Sales & Trading
www.syllc.com
Joe Brazil
415-445-2360
Andy Stoddard 415-445-2674
Jeff Switzer
818-528-2136
This is not an offer to sell, a solicitation, or an offer to buy any securities.

Doing business right,
over the years and by the numbers.
Morgan Keegan is one of the leading investment firms
serving municipalities across the United States. For
personal assistance with your portfolio needs call
John Hirt, Ben Blackmon or Rosa Schulte.
· 2nd largest issuer of FHLB debt for 2002
· 2nd in the nation for number of new issue
agency deals underwritten

800.564.3581 – John
800.742.2617 – Ben
866.261.3367 – Rosa
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Calendar of Events

What’s Inside....

CMTA DIVISION MEETINGS

s Lift off for the

1

economic recovery?

s Advanced Investment

1

Workshop

2

s President's Message
s How to balance your
political, professional
and personal life

4

s Special announcement for
commercial associates

5

s The Listserv at
your service!

s We welcome our new
members

s Calendar of events

October 9: “Employee Fraud in the City Environment and How to Prevent
It”, Bill Morgan –Diehl Evans & Co.

Division II

October 8: “A Day at the Races, Arcadia”; Dec 10, Eileen Park – LAIF, Los
Angeles Towers; Feb 11, Ray Higgins- Higgins Capital, Oxnard

Division III

Dates, locations and topics tbd

Division IV

Dates, locations and topics tbd

Divisions
V & VII

Oct 16: “Investment Pools”- Lester Wood & “CalTRUST Investment Pool”Lyle Defenbaugh; Dec 12: Holiday Luncheon, Gary Schlossberg-Wells
Capital

Division VI &
VIII

Dates, locations and topics tbd

Division IX

Oct 22: “Retirement Option”, Rasch Cousineau-ICMA, location tbd

Division X

Dec 3: “Mini-Workshop; ICMA, Credit Analysis, GASB”, Palm Springs

UPCOMING CONFERENCES/MEETINGS

s Evaluating the investment
program—benchmarking
and total return

Division I

6
7
8
10

Dec 3–5,
2003

Association of California Water Agencies Fall Conference, San Diego

Jan 9–10,
2004

CMTA Board of Directors Meeting, Monterey

Apr 19–23,
2004

CMTA Conference, South Lake Tahoe

Aug 9–12,
2004

Association of Public Treasurers of the United States and Canada
39th Annual Conference, Las Vegas, NV

EDUCATIONAL SEMINARS
Feb 11–12, 2004

California Municipal
Treasurers Association
c/o Bill Gallardo
City of Brea
1 Civic Center Circle
Brea, CA 92821

CMTA Dollars & $ense

CMTA Advanced Workshop, Cal Poly Pomona
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